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A Mischievous Cupid â€¦ A Fiery Murder â€¦ and The Secrets to Jessieâ€™s Past!The Rites of Spring

Festival in Whispering Pines, Georgia brings out a rascally red Cupid with a quiver of mischievously

targeted arrowsâ€¦as well as a vengeful visitor with murder on the mind.Jessie Delacroix is the

proprietor of a haunted Inn and highly renowned Tea Room in the little tourist town. Sheâ€™s

always one step ahead of the local authorities as she sets about solving the heinous murder â€“ and

she also uncovers some long-kept family secrets along the way â€“ the identity of her real father and

the details of her motherâ€™s death.Of course, she does it all with the help of the ghosts of her

irascible Granny and her dear departed mother â€“ along with the power and grit of her amazing

friends, her little beagle, and a friendly neighborhood shape shifter.Find out in the new installment of

the Whispering Pines Mystery Series.A NEW KIND OF MYSTERY SERIES FOR THE

HARD-TO-PLEASE READER!If youâ€™re tired of poisoned cupcakes, thin mystery plots, flat

characters, and a disappointing conclusionâ€¦the youâ€™re ready for Jessie Delacroix and her gang

of clever, entertaining friends and supernatural cohorts. Get ready for a ride into an intricate and

engrossing world with twists and turns unlike anything youâ€™ve seen before â€“ complete with a

satisfying, action ending.From the Authors of the #1 Bestsellers,A Sinister Slice of Murder and The

Sanctum of Shadowsâ€¦Are you too old for Nancy Drew but too young at heart for Jessica Fletcher?

Are you craving a solid whodunit that keeps you guessing, with a brassy young detective you can

relate to? A gal who manages the slings and arrows of everyday life while solving crimes that the

cops can't figure out? And how about just enough of a light paranormal touch to keep it fun and

interesting?Meet Jessie Delacroix, law school dropout and reluctant proprietor of a haunted Bed &

Breakfast in a bustling little tourist town outside of Savannah. Join her, along with the bickering

ghosts of her mother and grandmother, an insufferable chef with a heart of gold, her mischievous

dog, and a whole cast of unique and often hilarious characters. Watch as she explores her

new-found psychic powers for some amusing and amazing sleuthing.Constance Barker brings her

famous flair for engaging and lovable characters and locales to the town of Whispering Pines, while

A.J. DeBellis adds the twists, turns, and intrigue to bring even more depth to the mysteries you

won't be able to put down. Each story in the new series presents a fresh, innovative, and

stand-alone mystery, complete with all the drama and humor you're looking for, while at the same

time unraveling the incredible backstory and haunting history of Whispering Pines throughout the

series.
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This author sure has a fantastic imagination. Today people, futuristic people, witches, mythological

creatures - all mixed up together. It is sometimes hard to figure out what is what and who is who. I

definitely get confused but will more than likely read follow up books.

Jesse Delacriox is blessed or cursed with the fact that she can see her granny and her mother and

they are ghosts. They help her run her B&B and also help her solve mysteries in the small town they

live in.

I absolutely love this series; the main character is fascinating and the more we learn about her

backstory, the more interesting the books become. The only downside is waiting for the next book in

the series!!

Semi spoiler alert. I love imagination in a writer. I do. And I confess that I'm not too crazy about

stories that reduce magic to aliens and advanced physics. Nevertheless, though this story is pretty



well written, there are just too many elements that defy credulity. I can only suspend just so much

disbelief, and some of the elements are discordant--the gods are really aliens, but there are ghosts

and demons, and a battle between good and evil. And everyone around the heroine is either as

wildly talented as she is or they accept all the craziness as normal. And it is mostly used to solve a

perfectly ordinary mystery with again, you guessed it, some elements that just don't quite come

together when they are trotted out at the end to explain the murderer's behavior. The finale seems a

bit rushed and it all gets explained instead of naturally revealed. This book probably just needs a

good editor to tone it down and smooth it out, and it is better than the first two books in the series. I

probably will read the next one because parts of the premise are interesting, and because the

author is promising and may eventually straighten all this out on her own. Surely someone this

talented will eventually see the problems with her work and rein herself in.

Can't wait for the next installment. Always a mystery to solve along with more revelations about

Jesse and her unique family and her being a guardian foe earth. 2 ghosts , Jesse Mom and

grandmother, a unique character that turns into 4 people and now additional of an unknown father to

come.

How would you feel if you did not know about your family history. Jessie has wanted to know her

whole life.... and in this book of the series, she is going to learn who her father is..... and Wow will

you be surprised..... I sure did not have that one figured out.. And there is a day long festival going

on, and there will be a Prince and Princess crowned and a ball and music, and. Carlos the chief at

the Inn has food groups that are going to judge his food, not Granny's ... oh, heck, that does not all

happen, someone gets killed, and the hunt is on for Jessie and her group of friends, along with her

faithful companion Arthur her beagle.. And then there is Travis, will a romance ever begin with him

and Jessie. Cammy Jo pops in for a visit, well it could be she wanted to see Zack... and Jessie of

course. And Jessie is still waiting to here about her family history...... Got to read this one to find the

answers. You will be surprised as I was I am sure, and will enjoy this one as much as I did!

It's a little to far out for my taste but I'm sure there are others that are into that type of spiritual

entities. Ghosts I can accept but I evils sprits flying around tapping people with curses are a litrle out

of my element . The author has written some good books though.

This one of my favorite book series! Very well written, with complex characters and many



twists,turns and suspects! There's also some fun, romance and let's not forget a about the ghosts,

shape differs and evil spirits! I can't wait to read book 4!!!!!
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